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Tess has never had sex. Believe it or not, she's never had a decent kiss.The aspiring Seattle painter and photographer is still recovering from the trauma of being beaten and nearly raped at a rock show nearly three years before. So she keeps life simple: she goes to school, goes to work in a coﬀee
shop, goes home, goes on living.But then Ben's naked body crashes-almost literally-through Tess's wall against the world.Ben is doing his dad's art-teacher girlfriend a favor when he agrees to pose nude for her drawing class. But what he draws is the interest of the irresistible punk-looking girl-and it's
interest he reciprocates, with interest.Their sexual chemistry is too much to resist. But it's when they have their clothes on that their heat quickly slips on ice. Ben's womanizing history is one thing, but it's history of another kind-related to that fateful night at the rock show-that threatens to tear the
young lovers apart forever.

A Conceptual Circus
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform SECRETIVE SUBSTITUTION: So many teachings; With multiple meanings. Swallow your doctrines. Changeling adoptions. Know your own placement; You're the replacement. Carry your fother; Exchanged for another. They'll love you more than I do. More
twisted than a corkscrew. They love you more than I do. The ﬂeshiest part to cut through. The man he endorses. The changing of courses. I have felt. I have dealt. The movement of horses; They're running their courses. Their behavioral adaptions. Your use of contraptions. They'll love you more than I
can. Shorten your own lifespan. They love you more than I can; After all, you're less than. Oh, what a pity; Interchanged for something pretty. Having other options. Changeling adoptions. Exultantly elated. Feelings unreciprocated. Periodical screenings. A multitude of meanings. They'll care for you more
than I will. The lessons that they'll instill. They'll be softer with than I will. Shut your mouth and stay still. An unstated agreement. A non-mutual achievement. There are motions in movement; Where there's room for improvement. The progression of horses; They're citing their sources. A functional
enhancement. Making strides with advancement. A transference of ownership. Superb one-upmanship. A nonreciprocal kinship. You have a gift to unrip.

Hers
Dawn Robertson I am weak. I am lonely. I am a slut. I am strong. I am Dominant. I am independent. I am Seven James. My entire life, no one has wanted me, and that was ﬁne, because I sure as shit didn't need anyone else. Blah, Blah Blah, insert sad story here about negligent parents, and shitty
siblings, and you have my life story in a nut shell. When my college boyfriend dumped me, it was just icing on the cake. Five years, and a booming career later I am here to collect my revenge. That was until a delicious plaything walked into the kink club I frequent, and rocked my typically un-rockable
world. Causing me to break the one rule I have lived by since Daniel Alexander walked out of my life, never have sex with the same person twice. Ever. Warning!!!! Hers contains sexually explicit situations that may be uncomfortable for some. These include FF, FMF, and MFM interactions.

A Practical Introduction to the Simulation of Molecular Systems
Cambridge University Press Molecular simulation is a powerful tool in materials science, physics, chemistry and biomolecular ﬁelds. This updated edition provides a pragmatic introduction to a wide range of techniques for the simulation of molecular systems at the atomic level. The ﬁrst part
concentrates on methods for calculating the potential energy of a molecular system, with new chapters on quantum chemical, molecular mechanical and hybrid potential techniques. The second part describes methods examining conformational, dynamical and thermodynamical properties of systems,
covering techniques including geometry-optimization, normal-mode analysis, molecular dynamics, and Monte Carlo simulation. Using Python, the second edition includes numerous examples and program modules for each simulation technique, allowing the reader to perform the calculations and
appreciate the inherent diﬃculties involved in each. This is a valuable resource for researchers and graduate students wanting to know how to use atomic-scale molecular simulations. Supplementary material, including the program library and technical information, available through
www.cambridge.org/9780521852524.

Stripped
NLA Digital LLC So how did I get myself into this situation, you ask? Simple: desperation. When you're faced with being homeless and hungry or taking oﬀ your clothes for money, the choice is easier than you'd imagine. That doesn't make it easy, though. Oh no. I hate it, in fact. There's nothing I'd like
more than to quit and never go into another bar again, never hear the techno beat pulsing in my ears again, never feel the lecherous gazes of horny men again. Then, one day, I meet a man. He's in my club, front and center. He watches me do my routine, and his gaze is full of hunger. Not the kind of
desire I'm used to though. It's something diﬀerent. Something hotter, deeper, and more possessive. I know who he is; of course I do. Everyone knows who Dawson Kellor is. He's People Magazine's Sexiest Man alive. He's the hottest actor in Hollywood. He's the man hand-picked for the role of Rhett
Butler in the long-awaited remake of Gone With the Wind. He's the kind of man who can have any woman in the entire world with a mere crook of his ﬁnger. So what's he doing looking at me like he has to have me? And how do I resist him when he looks at me with those intoxicating, changeable,
quicksilver eyes? I'm a virgin, and he's an American icon of male sexuality. I'm a stripper, and he's a man used to getting anything and everything he wants. And he wants me. I know I should say no, I know he's the worst kind of player...but what my mind knows, my body and my heart may not. And
then things get complicated.

The Witch and the Werewolf
Createspace Independent Pub Washington DC's journalist, Rye Yates is well-dressed, gorgeous and cursed. After an unusual encounter with a witch, his love for a woman could mean her death sentence. When Rye meets Clair, her eﬀervescent personality instantly grabs his heart. What will Rye and Clair
do when they uncover a hundred-year-old secret that was never meant to be revealed? The ending is unthinkable, and the betrayal and secrets leave no one unscathed.

Two Roads
CreateSpace The only person poetry-loving Cali Monroe hates more than herself is Logan Waters, the geeky kid who lives in the dorm building next to hers.Ever since Cali's parents told her she would amount to nothing, she has felt entirely inadequate. Friendless and alone, she takes on the mean girl
role in hopes it will make her feel better--and Logan serves as the perfect target. He infuriates her with his obnoxiously long lashes, his all too perfect dimpled smile, and his complete lack of personality outside of his intelligence. It doesn't hurt that he's part of the reason her brother is dead, either. So
Cali hates him, and he returns the favor. Thus, their prank-ﬁlled, insult-driven rivalry is born, and torturing Logan quickly becomes the highlight of her life.But when Cali's parents set them up on a blind date, she begins to realize Logan might not be as boring as she always thought. He shares her love of
poetry, takes a sadistic pleasure in making fun of crepes, and he makes her blush when he calls her smile pretty.And hey, maybe those long lashes of his aren't that obnoxious after all...
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Tug of War
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform mpulsive, YES. Irresponsible, SURE. Necessary, PROBABLY. Going to end badly, most likely. Does any of that matter to me, no. I decided that I can't please everyone so this week my only goal is to please me. I'm a selﬁsh cow but I can't seem to help it. I'm
Clara Lord. I own Bloodline's Tattoo Parlor, have a ﬁlthy mouth, no ﬁlter and a really strong objection to bossy idiots, pet names and wealthy men. You will hate me, love me or love to hate me but either way, it doesn't matter. Everything I touch turns to crap and it's all my fault. See, I lived through hell.
Then I escaped hell and carefully spent the next eight years crafting a perfect little life until Domini Napoli screwed it all up. Now nothings right. Everything's wrong and all my secrets are coming out. Obviously, I have to ﬁx it, my life, the problem is I don't really trust anyone and I don't know how.
Dominic baﬄes me. Sawyer adores me. Amanda and Marg try to keep me in line and I live for Allie. This whole thing is a cluster F***. I want them both in diﬀerent ways but I have Alliecat to protect in the mix. I keep thinking the only way out of this is to take Allie and run...again. Leave both men behind
and go back to Allie and Clara take on the world...is thirty-three too old to do that now? It didn't seem so bad at twenty-four but to have to do all that work again... crap.

Frozen Secrets
Detective Jarrod Granger is a homicide detective with the Anchorage Police Department, investigating a slew of murders in the city. The killer is stabbing his victims 19 times each, and cutting out their tongues, and he has already struck three times. Detective Granger's own past may get in the way of
his present and future, but he and his partner, Detective Misty Lawrence, must trudge through their tumultuous work relationship to track down the killer who has been dubbed The Tongue Snatcher.Stacey Alexander is a guarded, 26 year old, unnatural redhead who is unshakably loyal to her father
Vincent. She works day in and day out to take care of Vincent since he has been diagnosed with stage four pancreatic cancer and she would do anything to keep him safe, even when she meets a detective who is quickly falling for her. But Stacey and Vincent have a dark secret; one that bonds them
together more than any "normal" family. And soon, Stacey will have to choose between protecting the father that she loves, or accepting the love of the detective who is zeroing in on a familiar target.

Engaged Fatherhood for Men, Families and Gender Equality
Healthcare, Social Policy, and Work Perspectives
Springer Nature This aim of this open access book is to launch an international, cross-disciplinary conversation on fatherhood engagement. By integrating perspective from three sectors -- Health, Social Policy, and Work in Organizations -- the book oﬀers a novel perspective on the beneﬁts of engaged
fatherhood for men, for families, and for gender equality. The chapters are crafted to engaged broad audiences, including policy makers and organizational leaders, healthcare practitioners and fellow scholars, as well as families and their loved ones.

New York Novels
A compendium of four of the author's classic novels about turn-of-the-century New York high society includes The Age of Innocence, The House of Mirth, Old New York, and The Custom of the Country.

Cyclic Nucleotide Phosphodiesterases in Health and Disease
CRC Press Since the last major compendium dedicated to cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PDEs) was published over 15 years ago, an enormous amount of progress has occurred in the ﬁeld. There is great need for a centralized source for key information in this burgeoning and therapeutically
important area of medical research. Cyclic Nucleotide Phosph

Exosomes in Cardiovascular Diseases
Biomarkers, Pathological and Therapeutic Eﬀects
Springer The book provides and intensive overview on exosomes in cardiovascular diseases, its potential as biomarkers, as well as pathological and therapeutic eﬀects. It ﬁrstly describes the general aspects of exosomes including the deﬁnition, formation and secretion of exosomes and highlight their
roles as biomarkers and pathological and therapeutic eﬀects in cardiovascular diseases as well. Secondly, basic aspects of exosomes including the puriﬁcation methods of exosomes, exosomes content, and functional roles of the cardiovascular exosomes are summarized. Thirdly, exosomes as
biomarkers of cardiovascular diseases are overviewed including their roles in diagnosis, prognosis and reaction to therapy. Fourthly, pathological eﬀects of exosomes and therapeutic eﬀects of exosomes are highlighted. Finally, future prospects of exosomes in cardiovascular research would be provided.
This is an essential reference for researchers working in cell biology and regeneration, as well as clinicians such as cardiologist.

Gender
Psychological Perspectives, Seventh Edition
Taylor & Francis Gender: Psychological Perspectives synthesizes the latest research on gender to help students think critically about the diﬀerences between research ﬁndings and stereotypes, provoking them to examine and revise their own preconceptions. The text examines the behavioral, biological,
and social context in which women and men express gendered behaviors. The text’s unique pedagogical program helps students understand the portrayal of gender in the media and the application of gender research in the real world. Headlines from the news open each chapter to engage the reader.
Gendered Voices present true personal accounts of people's lives. According to the Media boxes highlight gender-related coverage in newspapers, magazines, books, TV, and movies, while According to the Research boxes oﬀer the latest scientiﬁcally based research to help students analyze the
accuracy and fairness of gender images presented in the media. Additionally, Considering Diversity sections emphasize the cross-cultural perspective of gender. This text is intended for undergraduate or graduate courses on the psychology of gender, psychology of sex, psychology of women or men,
gender issues, sex roles, women in society, and women’s or men’s studies. It is also applicable to sociology and anthropology courses on diversity. Seventh Edition Highlights: 12 new headlines on topics ranging from gender and the Flynn eﬀect to gender stereotyping that aﬀects men Coverage of
gender issues in aging adults and transgendered individuals Expanded coverage of diversity issues in the US and around the globe, including the latest research from China, Japan, and Europe More tables, ﬁgures, and photos to provide summaries of text in an easy-to-absorb format End-of-chapter
summaries and glossary Suggested readings for further exploration of chapter topics Companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/Brannon containing both instructor and student resources

Entrepreneurship and Intrapreneurship in Social, Sustainable, and Economic Development
MDPI Entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship have become a vehicle that oﬀers solutions for social, environmental, and economic problems. Even though the level of entrepreneurial activity and its diversity have been motivated through public policies, social support has also played an important role in
encouraging people to think of entrepreneurship as a desirable career choice. This book brings together analyses of those elements required for entrepreneurial and intrapreneurial intention and action, which ultimately become important leverages of development. Chapters highlight the importance of
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rural, urban, university, organizational, and family environments for a bunch of intentions and behaviors such as green, sport, social, corporate, innovative, traditional, and gender entrepreneurship. This entrepreneurial diversity is translated into higher development through the empowerment of
women, environmental consciousness, and eﬃcient production. Policymakers, scholars, and practitioners can ﬁnd diﬀerent examples and cases useful for decision-making, learning, and practice in this book.

Translating Wisdom
Hindu-Muslim Intellectual Interactions in Early Modern South Asia
University of California Press A free open access ebook is available upon publication. Learn more at www.luminosoa.org. During the height of Muslim power in Mughal South Asia, Hindu and Muslim scholars worked collaboratively to translate a large body of Hindu Sanskrit texts into the Persian language.
Translating Wisdom reconstructs the intellectual processes and exchanges that underlay these translations. Using as a case study the 1597 Persian rendition of the Yoga-Vasistha—an inﬂuential Sanskrit philosophical tale whose popularity stretched across the subcontinent—Shankar Nair illustrates how
these early modern Muslim and Hindu scholars drew upon their respective religious, philosophical, and literary traditions to forge a common vocabulary through which to understand one another. These scholars thus achieved, Nair argues, a nuanced cultural exchange and interreligious and crossphilosophical dialogue signiﬁcant not only to South Asia’s past but also its present.

The Political Economy of Agrarian Change in Latin America
Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay
Palgrave Macmillan This book makes an original contribution to the discussion about agro-food exporting countries’ governmental policy. It presents a historicized and internationally contextualized exploration of the political economy of agrarian change in three Latin American countries: Argentina,
Praguay, and Uruguay. By comparatively examining how these states have acted in a context of global driven market forces and historically formed institutions, the monograph illuminates the diﬀering capacities of state autonomy under the present era of globalized agriculture.

A Cultural History of Tarot
From Entertainment to Esotericism
Bloomsbury Publishing The enigmatic and richly illustrative tarot deck reveals a host of strange and iconic mages, such as The Tower, The Wheel of Fortune, The Hanged Man and The Fool: over which loom the terrifying ﬁgures of Death and The Devil. The 21 numbered playing cards of tarot have always
exerted strong fascination, way beyond their original purpose, and the multiple resonances of the deck are ubiquitous. From T S Eliot and his 'wicked pack of cards' in "The Waste Land" to the psychic divination of Solitaire in Ian Fleming's "Live and Let Die"; and from the satanic novels of Dennis
Wheatley to the deck's adoption by New Age practitioners, the cards have in modern times become inseparably connected to the occult. They are now viewed as arguably the foremost medium of prophesying and foretelling. Yet, as the author shows, originally the tarot were used as recreational playing
cards by the Italian nobility in the Renaissance. It was only much later, in the 18th and 19th centuries, that the deck became associated with esotericism before evolving ﬁnally into a diagnostic tool for mind, body and spirit. This is the ﬁrst book to explore the remarkably varied ways in which tarot has
inﬂuenced culture. Tracing the changing patterns of the deck's use, from game to mysterious oracular device, Helen Farley examines tarot's emergence in 15th century Milan and discusses its later associations with astrology, kabbalah and the Age of Aquarius.

Nutritional Cosmetics
Beauty from Within
William Andrew Nutritional cosmetics is an emerging area of intense research and marketing and encompasses the concept that orally consumed dietary products can support healthier and more beautiful skin. There are numerous dietary ingredients now being marketed for their potential skin health
and beauty beneﬁts and many of these are supported by growing scientiﬁc evidence. The purpose of this book is to compile the scientiﬁc evidence showing the potential beneﬁts of some of the more extensively researched ingredients. As far as possible, information about the beneﬁts of ingredients
consumed orally for skin health is presented. The information contained in this book will help provide insights into an emerging research area and provide scientiﬁc background for the potential clinical eﬀectiveness for some of the better researched nutricosmetic ingredients. ABOUT THE EDITORS Aaron
Tabor, M.D. is the CEO of Physicians Pharmaceuticals and author of The Revival Slim & Beautiful Diet. A graduate of the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Dr. Tabor oversees all clinical research on the Revival Slim & Beautiful Diet plan, conducting randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled studies
at leading hospitals in the U.S. Areas of note include weight loss, skin/hair/nail appearance, energy, menopause, PMS, cholesterol, memory, and diabetic health. He is also responsible for directing new Revival product development based on clinical research results. Robert M. Blair, Ph.D. is the Research
Manager for Physicians Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and manages the daily activities of the Research and Nutrition departments. Dr. Blair received his Ph.D. from Oklahoma State University in the ﬁeld of Reproductive Physiology. Before joining Physicians Pharmaceuticals, Inc., he worked as an Assistant
Professor of Comparative Medicine at the Wake Forest University School of Medicine where he examined the eﬀects of dietary soy on cardiovascular health and cognitive function. Reviews the most-popular and most-researched nutricosmetic ingredients Presents information speciﬁcally about the
beneﬁts of ingredients consumed orally for skin health Considers the beneﬁts of whey protein, rosemary, soy – and green tea and milk thistle, speciﬁcally, for protection against sun damage and photocarcinogenesis Provides information on antioxidants, incl: potential beneﬁts of botanical antioxidants;
carotenoids; coenzyme Q10; healthy fruits; olive fruit; and natural enzymes

Chronicles of Kassouk Book One: White Tiger
Desert Breeze Publishing In On the frozen planet of Kassouk, where a few aliens rule as dieties on a medieval Human world, Tora -- a Human warrior trained by tigers -- seeks her father's murderer. But what she ﬁnds at the point of her sword confuses her. How dare Dragomir, the handsome Mutant,
question her bloodline and her loyalties? And could a new enemy control the savage hordes of the fringe? Dragomir oﬀers to help, but Humans and Mutants are forbidden to fraternize under penalty of death... Should Tora trust her mind, her instincts, or her heart? In the vortex of war, treason and
intrique... among blizzards, avalanches and ambushes... will Tora solve the myster of her father's death and unveil the secret of her birth? Can she and Dragomir escape persecutions long enough to save their planet from the invaders and fulﬁll their destiny?

High Performance Computing and Communications
Second International Conference, HPCC 2006, Munich, Germany, September 13-15, 2006, Proceedings
Springer Science & Business Media This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on High Performance Computing and Communications, HPCC 2006. The book presents 95 revised full papers, addressing all current issues of parallel and distributed systems and
high performance computing and communication. Coverage includes networking protocols, routing, and algorithms, languages and compilers for HPC, parallel and distributed architectures and algorithms, wireless, mobile and pervasive computing, Web services, peer-to-peer computing, and more.
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Astrology and Numerology in Medieval and Early Modern Catalonia
The Tractat de Prenostication de la Vida Natural Dels Háomens
BRILL From a late 15th-century Catalan incunable and drawing on a rich tradition of astrological magic, geomancy, Pythagorean numerology and Hebrew gematria, this practical manual reveals a unique expression of medieval syncretism, the mingling of traditions and the development of new ideas.

The Origins of Yoga and Tantra
Indic Religions to the Thirteenth Century
Cambridge University Press Yoga, tantra and other forms of Asian meditation are practised in modernized forms throughout the world today, but most introductions to Hinduism or Buddhism tell only part of the story of how they developed. This book is an interpretation of the history of Indic religions up
to around 1200 CE, with particular focus on the development of yogic and tantric traditions. It assesses how much we really know about this period, and asks what sense we can make of the evolution of yogic and tantric practices, which were to become such central and important features of the Indic
religious scene. Its originality lies in seeking to understand these traditions in terms of the total social and religious context of South Asian society during this period, including the religious practices of the general population with their close engagement with family, gender, economic life and other
pragmatic concerns.

Post-Exercise Recovery: Fundamental and Interventional Physiology
Frontiers Media SA Physiological responses after maximal and submaximal exercise are routinely monitored in a plethora of diseases (e.g. cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes, asthma, neuromuscular disorders), and normal populations (e.g. athletes, youth, elderly), while slower or irregular postexercise recovery usually indicates poor health and/or low ﬁtness level. Abnormal post-exercise recovery (as assessed via blunted post-exercise heart rate dynamics) helps to predict the presence and severity of coronary artery disease, while diﬀerences in recovery outcomes in athletes might
discriminate between ﬁt and unﬁt individuals. Disturbances in post-exercise recovery might be due to acute or persistent changes in: (1) adaptive responses mediated by the autonomic nervous system and vasodilator substances, (2) cellular bioenergetics, and/or (3) muscular plasticity. Preliminary
evidence suggests possible role of time-dependent modulation of nitric oxide synthase and adenosine receptors during post-exercise recovery, yet no molecular attributes of post-exercise recovery are revealed so far. Currently several markers of post-exercise recovery are used (e.g. heart rate
measures, hormone proﬁles, biochemical and hematological indices); however none of them meets all criteria to make its use generally accepted as the gold standard. In addition, recent studies suggest that diﬀerent pharmacological agents and dietary interventions, or manipulative actions (e.g.
massage, cold-water immersion, compression garments, athletic training) administered before, during or immediately after exercise could positively aﬀect post-exercise recovery. There is a growing interest to provide more evidence-based data concerning the eﬀectiveness and safety of traditional and
novel interventions to aﬀect post-exercise recovery. The goals of this research topic are to critically evaluate the current advances on mechanisms and clinical implications of post-exercise recovery, and to summarize recent experimental data from interventional studies. This knowledge may help to
identify the hierarchy of key mechanisms, and recognize methods to monitor and improve post-exercise recovery in both health and disease.

Cue
Protein Folding
Methods and Protocols
Humana This volume provides comprehensive protocols on experimental and computational methods that are used to study probe protein folding reactions and mechanisms. Chapters divided into ﬁve parts detail protein engineering, protein chemistry, experimental approaches to investigate the
thermodynamics and kinetics of protein folding transitions, probe protein folding at the single molecule, analysis and interpretation of computer simulations, procedures and tools for the prediction of protein folding properties. Written in the format of the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology
series, each chapter includes an introduction to the topic, lists necessary materials and reagents, includes tips on troubleshooting and known pitfalls, and step-by-step, readily reproducible protocols. Authoritative and cutting-edge, Protein Folding: Methods and Protocols aims to be a useful practical
guide to researches to help further their study in this ﬁeld.

Hindu Monotheism
Cambridge University Press If by monotheism we mean the idea of a single transcendent God who creates the universe out of nothing (creatio ex nihilo), as in the Abrahamic religions, then that is not found in the history of Hinduism. But if we mean a supreme, transcendent deity who impels the
universe, sustains it and ultimately destroys it before causing it to emerge once again, who is the ultimate source of all other gods who are her or his emanations, then this idea does develop within that history. It is a Hindu monotheism and its nature that is the topic of this Element.

Language and Reality
On an Episode in Indian Thought
BRILL This book explores the conviction shared by almost all Indian philosophers regarding the close connection between language and reality. It shows that the main currents of Indian philosophy can be understood as answers to a problem that this conviction entailed.

The Politics of Europeanisation
Work and Family Life Reconciliation Policy
Routledge With the dramatic changes in the extent to which women and men contribute to unpaid domestic work and paid employment, work and family life reconciliation has become more prominent than ever on the European Union agenda. This comparative study examines the Europeanisation
patterns of work and family life reconciliation policies in a longstanding candidate country, Turkey and a founding member state, Germany, over the last decade, with a particular emphasis on intervening domestic actors and factors. Combining Europeanisation literature and New Institutionalism theory,
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it draws on document analysis and interviews with EU representatives, German and Turkish political elites and representatives of civil society organisations to shed light on the diverging nature of the Europeanisation process in diﬀerent countries. A study of the inﬂuence of local actors on the push for
stronger convergence among member and candidate states on EU work and family life reconciliation policies The Politics of Europeanisation will appeal to social scientists with interests in social policy, gender studies, EU politics and the Europeanisation process.

The European Union as Protector and Promoter of Equality
Springer Nature This book considers the European Union as a project with a major antidiscrimination goal, which is important to remember at a time of increasing resentment against particularly exposed groups, especially migrants, refugees, members of ethnic or religious minorities and LGBTI persons.
While equality and non-discrimination have long been core principles of the international community as a whole, as is made obvious by the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, they have shaped European integration in a particular way. The concepts of diversity, pluralism and
equality have always been inherent in that process, the EU being virtually founded on the values of equality and non-discrimination. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU contains the most modern and extensive catalogue of prohibited grounds of discrimination, supplementing the catalogue
enshrined in the European Convention on Human Rights. EU law has given new impulses to antidiscrimination law both within Europe and beyond. The contributions to this book focus on how eﬀective and credible the EU has been in combatting discrimination inside and outside Europe. The authors
present diﬀerent (mostly legal) aspects of that topic and examine them from various intra- and extra-European angles.

Fruit Oils: Chemistry and Functionality
Springer Fruit Oils: Chemistry and Functionality presents a comprehensive overview of recent advances in the chemistry and functionality of lipid bioactive phytochemicals found in fruit oils. The chapters in this text examine the composition, physicochemical characteristics and organoleptic attributes of
each of the major fruit oils. The nutritional quality, oxidative stability, and potential food and non-foodapplications of these oils are also extensively covered. The potential health beneﬁts of the bioactive lipids found in these fruit oils are also a focus of this text. For each oil presented, the levels of
omega-9, omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids are speciﬁed, indicating the level of health-promoting traits exhibited in each. The oils and fats extracted from fruits generally diﬀer from one another both in terms of their major and minor bioactive constituents. The methods used to extract oils and fats as
well as the processing techniques such as reﬁning, bleaching and deodorization aﬀect their major and minor constituents. In addition, diﬀerent post-processing treatments of fruit oils and fats may alert or degrade important bioactive constituents. Treatments such as heating, frying, cooking and storage
and major constituents such as sterols and tocols are extensively covered in this text. Although there have been reference works published on the composition and biological properties of lipids from oilseeds, there is currently no book focused on the composition and functionality of fruit oils. Fruit Oils:
Chemistry and Functionality aims to ﬁll this gap for researchers, presenting a detailed overview of the chemical makeup and functionality of all the important fruit oils.

Cholera
Springer Science & Business Media Research on cholera has contributed both to knowledge of the epidemic in particular, and to a broader understanding of the fundamental ways in which cells communicate with each other. This volume presents current knowledge in historical perspective to enable the
practitioner to treat cholera in a more eﬀective manner, and to provide a comprehensive review for the researcher.

Obesity
Epidemiology, Pathophysiology, and Prevention
CRC Press The obesity epidemic has spawned an unlimited array of quick-ﬁx, rapid weight loss plans and unproven pharmaceuticals. Dangerous side eﬀects and rebound weight gain has made the cure seem worse than the syndrome itself and left people uncertain where to turn. The only way to safely
deal with the global obesity problem is to develop strategic ther

The Challenges of the Humanities, Past, Present, and Future
MDPI This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "The Challenges of the Humanities, Past, Present, and Future - Volume 1" that was published in Humanities

Current Law Index
Data as Counter-Performance - Contract Law 2.0?
Münster Colloquia on EU Law and the Digital Economy V
Nomos Verlag Wissenschaftler und Praktiker aus mehreren europäischen Ländern befassen sich in dem Band mit den vertragsrechtlichen Konsequenzen, die sich daraus ergeben, dass "Daten als Gegenleistung" zur Verfügung gestellt werden. Dieses praktische Phänomen, das in der sog. "DigitaleInhalte-Richtlinie" auch durch den europäischen Gesetzgeber Anerkennung gefunden hat, wirft etwa Fragen des Rechts der Erfüllung, aber auch der Rückabwicklung von Verträgen auf; beleuchtet wird ferner der Zusammenhang von Vertragsrecht und Datenschutzrecht. Die Reihe der "Münster Colloquia
on EU Law and the Digital Economy" wendet sich damit in ihrem nunmehr fünften Band wiederum einer der wichtigen Herausforderungen zu, die sich als Folge der Digitalisierung für Rechtswissenschaft und Praxis im Privatrecht stellen.

The Scars of Venus
A History of Venereology
Springer Science & Business Media In the last decade of the 15th century a new and deadly disease called Morbus Gallicus, or syphilis, appeared and spread rapidly throughout Europe. The eﬀects of syphilis were so severe that it, and those suﬀering from it, where regarded with horror and despair. It is
diﬃcult for the modern reader to appreciate the fog of confusion which surrounded sexually transmitted diseases in earlier times. Those suﬀering with these diseases were often condemned as victims of their own "sinful lust of the ﬂesh"; a judgement attitude which hindered most of the early attempts
at control and treatment. Despite this general attitude, there were some doctors who persevered in their attempts to understand the causes and discover treatments for syphilis and other sexually transmitted diseases. The Scars of Venus is illustrated with pictures of people, places, instruments and
documents. It presents the historical background and achievements of the early venereologists through to the current venereologists' ﬁght against HIV. This book will be of interest to anyone concerned with venereal diseases: doctors, nurses, counsellors, laboratory workers, medical historians, and
those working in the areas of public/world health and the spread of infectious diseases.
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Focal Therapy in Prostate Cancer
John Wiley & Sons This book comprehensively reviews the potential of focal therapy and discusses why the changing face of prostate cancer warrants a change in the way we treat men with the disease. It deals with the mechanisms by which disease can be localized within the gland and then the
diﬀerent technologies used for focal ablation. Bringing together eminent contributors in one accessible reference, this book introduces focal therapy to all urologists, oncologists, and radiologists who are involved in the treatment of men with prostate cancer.

Body and Spirit in the Middle Ages
Literature, Philosophy, Medicine
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG A crucial question throughout the Middle Ages, the relationship between body and spirit cannot be understood without an interdisciplinary approach – combining literature, philosophy and medicine. Gathering contributions by leading international scholars from these
disciplines, the collected volume explores themes such as lovesickness, the ﬁve senses, the role of memory and passions, in order to shed new light on the complex nature of the medieval Self.

Vascular Anaesthesia
Oxford University Press Providing a practical, current, evidence-based approach to all aspects of perioperative care for the patient with vascular disease, Vascular Anaesthesia is an essential read for all vascular anaesthetists, anaesthetic nurses and anyone else involved in the care of vascular patients
throughout the world. Vascular Anaesthesia summarizes current knowledge, particularly on interventional procedures (radiological, diagnostic, and surgical). This book also equips the trainee anaesthetist with the scientiﬁc and clinical knowledge to pass the Final FRCA examination. It enables doctors to
approach vascular surgical patients with a ﬁrm understanding of a particular procedure, particularly its risks and options for perioperative management based on current best practice. The management of the patient with vascular disease is evolving rapidly: this indispensible poket reference is of
suﬃcient detail to update the regular and occasional vascular anaesthetist with current best practice for particular, common clinical scenarios. The book also equips the non-anaesthetic medical, nursing, and theatre staﬀ with knowledge and understanding of all other aspects of perioperative care.
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